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Realism, function and performance

Interzum 2019 focused on the small things that make the biggest difference.

Interzum is where the furniture world sets its focus once every two years for inspiration in design and functionality. While it’s impossible to cover the whole fair in one article, we found some leading indicators to tell a story about how tiny details are driving big changes in materials and hardware.

Full-size panel designs and textures, no repeats
The biggest news you can feel from Interzum is the Infinite Collection’s Mammoth Wood launch from SESA Press Moulds.

SESA’s long record of innovation includes EiR™, or embossed-in-register technology, which allows for the perfect alignment of the surface texture with the printed design in laminates. It is this development that represents one of the greatest leaps forward in decorative surfaces.

While EiR was still big news in the booths of many materials suppliers this year, SESA has already introduced its next big idea: The Infinity Collection’s first design, Mammoth Wood, a full-size (up to 6’ x 20’) design with no repeats. Mammoth Wood was developed using reclaimed River Cypress – 1,000-year-old trees harvested between 100 and 200 years ago, recovered from the bottom of a river where they had sunk on their way to sawmills. The wood slabs were carefully selected because of their elegant and oversized woodgrain structure and large cathedrals, ideal for large spaces that require a more exclusive look.

Lise LeBreton, Design, Business Development and Sales for SESA in North America, says the texture, developed by hand by SESA’s design team, looks very natural and is very authentic to the touch. “The final result is beautiful and goes far beyond what can be found on the market today.”

In an even greater departure from the norm, SESA is offering the matching printed design with its Infinite textures. Because of the circumference of the printing cylinders a typical rotogravure-printed design repeats every four feet, so you’ll see two or three repetitions of the design on a full decorative panel. This is why designers are often reluctant to use these panels in large spaces, because the repeats become obvious to the untrained eye.

By capturing the full design, whether it’s wood or stone, SESA is beginning with full landscape of the texture, instead of attempting to match a texture to a print file that they’ve been handed. The Infinite décor paper is a high-resolution digital print, an exact match to the texture.

This way the texture is more than just an afterthought,” says Liboria Bonaffini, head of marketing for SESA. “Everyone loves EiR textures but starting with a print design and then researching and developing a texture to match is a very time-consuming and expensive process. It’s also open to a range of interpretations, which slows the development and decision making process even more.

The Infinite Collection won an Interzum Award and has caught the attention of several of Europe’s largest panel producers.

The innovative leadership of America’s newest decorative panel producer
Under the motto “MORE=less,” Egger showed that several trends can work next to and with each other. How we live and how we design our space is less and less influenced by trends, but more and more by the individual interpretation of trends, influences and materials.

“Our visitors appreciated this year’s concept, with six room settings that included highlight decors, surfaces and products adapted to the relevant trend,” says Hubert Hochsauter, Head of Marketing and Product Management Furniture and Interior Design.

Egger was also recognized with an Interzum Award: Intelligent Material &
Design 2019. The company’s PerfectSense Matte with Duo edging received the award “Best of the Best” for the successful interplay of the two products. The new worktop texture ST75 Mineral Satin and PerfectSense Topmatte worktops with edging received the “High Product Quality” award.

**Big ideas for tiny spaces**
Blum Hardware had a 14,000-square-foot booth at Interzum, but the buzz was all about its “Tiny Spaces” installation in the boulevard connecting the halls. Several innovative functions, like a pull-out step for reaching higher storage, were on display as actors continuously portrayed life in a minimal footprint.

**3DL and 2DL: Tasty colors, deep textures**
Renolit’s new “Color Roads: The Taste of Colors” exploration ties trending colors to food and taste under themes like Fields, Markets and Gardens, an approach designers are finding especially palatable. And the company’s Sweet Chestnut 2D design pulls out all the texture stops, with its harmonious interplay of printed and synchronous pore finish. The pattern runs three-dimensionally on different levels; growth rings resemble steps and give the printed image a depth which looks extremely natural. Every level has its own dimension - ribbons, stripes and knotted effects alternating in the grain. Renolit says Sweet Chestnut brings an elegant yet rustic feel to living and sleeping areas, and is available in Chestnut, Bleached, Limed, Dark Grey and Black shades. Photos by Material Intelligence.

**Stress-free zero-edge materials**
The latest introduction of Alpha-Tape Zero edge treatments from MKT doesn’t show stress or white marks when welded to tighter radiuses, perfect for companies applying their edges via CNC.